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Wholesale distributor serving the Food Service, HVAC and Lodging industries. 

Thank you for allowing us to introduce you to Stevens Equipment Supply (formerly known as Don Stevens LLC). 
We are a supplier to the hospitality industry and serve the entire Upper Midwest area.  Our company was founded as a 
wholesale distributor supplying the Food Service industry and has expanded into the HVAC, Lodging, Assisted Living & 
Multi Family Building Industries. Stevens Equipment Supply has grown significantly and is a major player in 
supplying products to the above market segments.  

Here are a few of the nationally recognized lines of equipment we carry: 

 The  PTAC brand is #1 in the industry and offers high energy efficiency, quiet operation, an outstanding 
warranty and many built-in standard features.  These units have Digi Smart™ digital display and are equipped for 
wireless thermostats and wireless energy management. 

  PTAC offers Wireless Energy Management |DigiSmart™ |, giving the property owner complete 
control over the equipment settings and reduces PTAC energy usage. Both in-room and site wide compatibility available. 

 26” Mini PTAC’s from  are now available with electronic touch pads, remote control, and the option 
to use a wall mounted thermostat. Choose from models with heat pump or electric heat for quiet operation.   

  also offers an attractive line of Room Air Conditioners to fill every application.  These units are 
extremely quiet and have many outstanding features such as digital display and remote control.  

  AND  VTACs are an ideal product for handling the heating and cooling needs of hotel 
suites and meeting rooms, apartments, assisted living and other multi-room applications. 

  compact appliances are a great addition to your property with their attractive styling, trouble free 
operation and competitive pricing.  Make your guests feel right at home. 

 Frigidaire offers a wide variety of Room Air Conditioners for through-the-wall or window applications, with 
wireless remote control. Units available in multiple BTU sizes.  

  energy efficient Through The Wall air conditioners offer versatile solutions for residential and commercial 
applications.  Most of the cooling only units are ENERGYSTAR® qualified.  

  Ice making equipment is the leader in the industry with their new design, low operating costs, and 
nationally trained service organization. The name “Quiet Cube” says it all.   

Stevens Equipment Supply stocks most of the equipment mentioned above and has a large parts department and staff 
to handle any problems, which may occur.  We are a customer service driven organization and will do everything possible 
to make doing business with us a great experience.  Call us if you have any questions about our products or need help with 
an application.  We are eager to help! 

Tom Hudy | Director of Sales, Lodging | T 651.789.1422 | C 612.868.9541 | Email thudy@stevensequip.com 
Katie Leithauser | Customer Service Representative | T 651.789.1437 | Email kleithauser@stevensequip.com 
Mitch Thorpe | Parts/Service | T 651.789.1436 | Email mthorpe@stevensequip.com 
Toll Free | 800-444-2299 / Fax | 651-452-4189 
Factory Technical Service | 877-376-0214 | Option 1, Technical Service | Option 2, Warranty Service 


